
Blue Apron - Jealous 

:60 TV Spot 
 
Open on a couple, Chris and Michelle, dining together at a semi-fancy restaurant. The two look like 
they’re enjoying their dinner as the chef from the restaurant approaches their table. 
 
CHEF: How is everything? 
 
The girlfriend gives the chef the up-down and adjusts in her chair while the boyfriend continues to eat. 
 
MICHELLE: (unsubtle and very flirty)  Oh, everything’s great. 
 
She smirks and the chef smiles back at her, while the boyfriend looks up at her mid-bite and stops 
chewing, spaghetti hanging from his mouth. He’s clearly a little taken aback by her comment. 
 
Cut to the next scene, and the couple are at a different restaurant, surrounded by décor that sets it apart 
from the first. As they eat, a waiter walks past and the girlfriend grabs him. 
 
MICHELLE: (once again overly flirty) Could you tell the chef that the food is amazing? 
 
Cut to the boyfriend’s face, who picks up on her comment again. He looks more than a little miffed and 
isn’t quite as clueless as she thinks he is, but her focus is elsewhere and she doesn’t even notice. 
 
Cut to the next scene, the pair is in a third restaurant, this time much more formal than the first two. The 
girlfriend is talking to the chef, this time another woman. 
 
MICHELLE: I just wanted to say… wow. 
 
She adjusts herself to push her chest out a little further as the chef obviously flirts back. Her boyfriend 
looks astonished. He’s speechless, but the look on his face says it all: he’s had enough. 
 
Cut to the living room of the couple’s apartment, where the girlfriend, is laying on the couch lazily. She’s 
dressed up and looks like she’s ready to go out. 
 
MICHELLE: (calling out to someone off-screen) Where are we going for dinner tonight, babe? 
 
Cut to the kitchen/dining room, where the boyfriend is putting down two plates of beautifully prepared food 
and the whole area is prepped to set the mood. The girlfriend walks in and looks extremely impressed. 
 
CHRIS: (confidently, with a smirk) We’re not. 
 
The two sit down together, and she can’t take her eyes off of him. 
 
SUPER: (Blue Apron logo, tagline) Compliments to you. 
 
 




